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president of
of Valentine Capital
Valentine was
was the
the founder and
and president
Capital Asset
Asset Management,
Management, Inc.
(“VCAM”)
and
Valentine
Wealth
Management,
Inc.
(“VWM”),
neither
(“VCAM”) and Valentine Wealth Management,
(“VWM”), neitherofofwhich
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wasaa member
member

of FINRA.
Ortale worked
worked for
for VCAM
VCAM and
Agahi, Luippold
Luippold and
and Ortale
and VWM.
VWM.When
When they
they left,
left, Agahi
Agahi formed
formed aa
competing firm. Luippold
and
Ortale
joined
him
at
that
firm
and
they
allegedly
took
with them
Luippold and Ortale
him at
firm and
with
them
VCAM and
Agahi, Luippold
Luippold and
the VCAM
and VWM
VWMclient
clientdatabases.
databases. Valentine sued
sued Agahi,
and Ortale
(“defendants”) for
(“defendants”)
formisappropriation
misappropriationofoftrade
tradesecretes
secretesand
and other
other causes
causes of action.
action. Defendants
Defendants
moved to compel arbitration, arguing that because
they
were
all
members
of
FINRA,
because they were all members of FINRA, their
was subject
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to mandatory
mandatory arbitration
arbitration under FINRA‟s
FINRA?s arbitration clause. Valentine
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opposed
the defendants‟
defendants?motion,
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the defendants
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FINRA
because the parties‟ dispute did not arise out of their business activities as FINRA members.
members. The
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Court of Appeal affirmed.
first explained
The Court first
explained that written
written arbitration
arbitrationprovisions
provisionsinininterstate
interstate commercial
commercial transactions
transactions
are
enforceable
under
the
FAA
and
that
the
FAA
therefore
applied
to
determine
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scope
of
are enforceable under the FAA and that the FAA therefore applied to determine the scope of
with FINRA-member firms.
arbitration provisions in contracts
contracts with
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mustsign
signa a
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Application for
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“Uniform
Securities Industry Registration or Transfer,”
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referred to
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as Form
Form U-4.
U-4.See
See McManus
v. CIBC World Markets Corp., 109 Cal. App. 4th 76, 88 fn. 3 (2003). Form
U-4
contains
Form U-4 contains an
an
arbitration provision.
provision. By
Bysigning
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form,Valentine
Valentineand
andthe
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defendants agreed
agreed to arbitrate
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be arbitrated
arbitrated under
under FINRA
FINRA rules.
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[T]he
activities of
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have some
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limitation and
[T]he phrase
phrase „business
„business activities
of …
…an
anassociated
associated person?
person‟ must
and
businessenterprise
enterpriseininwhich
which an
anindividual,
individual, who
cannot include the activities of every possible business
happens
to be
be an
an „associated
„associated person,‟
person,?might
might be
be engaged.
engaged. The
The mandate
mandate to
to arbitrate
arbitrate disputes
happens to
disputes
arising out
out of
of „business
„business activities
activitiesofof……ananassociated
associatedperson,?
person,‟ reasonably
reasonably read,
read, must require
individual as
arbitration of
of disputes
disputes only
only ififthey
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out of
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the business
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as an
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The court held that there
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was no
noallegation
allegation that
thatany
anyof
of the
theparties
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actingfor
forany
anyFINRAFINRAfirm or
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norelation
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wasalleged
allegedbetween
betweenany
anyFINRAFINRAmember firm
oras
as an
an associated
associated person
member firm
firm and
the
work
performed
for
Valentine.
Further,
the
Court
determined
and
for Valentine. Further, the Court determined that none of
the purported wrongdoing
wrongdoingwas
wasalleged
allegedto
tohave
have occurred
occurredininthe
thecourse
courseof
ofthe
theparties?
parties‟ duties
duties as
as
associatedpersons
personswith
withaaFINRA-member
FINRA-memberfirm.
firm. Instead,
Instead, itit allegedly occurred
occurred in
in connection
connection with
with
associated
investment advisory firms
firms which
were
not
members
of
FINRA.
The
disputes
thus
related
to
which were not members FINRA. The disputes thus related
Valentine and
activities as
personsof
of aaFINRA
FINRA
Valentine
and defendants,
defendants, but not to
to their
their business
business activities
as associated
associated persons
member.
member.

